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“When I met Miranda I knew there was something really special
about her. We connected right away and she saw things in me
that I didn’t know anyone could see. We have become great
friends. She’s a great spiritual advisor and I really cherish the
gift that she was given, she has helped me so much!”

Garcelle Beauvais
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Experience the Magic of a First Kiss
Elite event planners trust Miranda to bring a class act to their
VIPs, product launches, and clientele of all genders and ages,
by adding a unique and uplifting activation to their events. As
a Kiss Whisperer, she entertains attendees with memorable
interactive kiss print readings.
TABLE-TOP OPTIONS
TEAM-BUILDING ACTIVITIES
KISSING BOOTH ACTIVATION
SHOWSTOPPER ENTERTAINMENT

Interactive Psychic Lip Print Readings
Based Upon the Science of a Kiss
As the founder of the Official Lipstick Reader, Miranda
demonstrates the magic of a first kiss through her interactive
readings. She's become one of the most sought-after lip print
readers and offers a unique, holistic approach with proven results,
all based on the anatomy and energy of a kiss. In under five
minutes, she’ll astound you with her powerful affirmations,
accurate insights, entertaining readings, and spot-on predictions.
Each lip print has its own story to tell, and Miranda uses them to
decode why we are the way we are and what’s next in our lives.
Looking for a private reading? Need a custom performance for
your event? Book the Official Lipstick Reader today to make it
happen! Large event? No problem. Ask about our amazing Kiss
Whisperers.
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SWEETY HIGH
POLISHED WOMEN
SAN DIEGO CBS NEWS 8 (KFMB)
OVER 40 AND LOVING EVERY MINUTE OF IT
SONORAN LIVING
ENTRE MUJERES
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